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EXTRUSION Troubleshooter

What to Do When the Bubble Won’t Behave
■Bubble instability in blown-film
extrusion creates problems from fluc-
tuating film gauge and width to
scratches and tears. Instabilities
include draw resonance, helical
“snaking,” oscillating frost line, and
bubble sagging, tearing, fluttering,
and “breathing.” 

The first remedy is adjusting air-
ring settings, stabilizing the bubble
from the bottom and working your way
up. Dual-lip air rings, common for low-
melt-strength bubbles, come in three
types: iris, perforated-chimney, or sta-
bilizer-ring.

Each requires different corrective
actions to be performed in the recom-
mended sequence until the problem
stops. The sequence changes accord-
ing to the specific bubble problem and
type of air ring. In some cases, chang-
ing resins or modifying equipment
may help, though these changes take
longer to implement.

Draw resonance

Also known as
“hourglassing,”
this common

start-up problem occurs
when molten film
stretches so quickly that
it gets stiff. This strain
hardening causes internal
bubble pressure to increase and
decrease at 2- to 10-sec intervals, so
film width varies.

The preferred solution is to raise
the frost line by increasing extruder
output (screw and nip speed) or by
reducing bubble cooling. The air ring
should be adjusted to reduce the ven-
turi effect and push the bubble away
from the deflector ring. The venturi
effect is suction caused when high air
velocity out of the air ring lowers the
pressure between the bubble and air
ring. Internal bubble pressure forces
the molten film toward the metal sur-
face of the air ring.
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To reduce this effect in an iris-type
air ring, close the iris or raise the
adjustable deflector ring. In a perfo-
rated-chimney air ring, open the holes
in the chimney. This bleeds off air and
reduces cooling. Raising the upper lip
and lowering the adjustable chimney
also decreases air velocity between the
bubble and chimney. Raising the form-
ing cone decreases air velocity from the
lower lip, but with most air rings this
can’t be done while running. With a
stabilizer-ring style of air ring, lower-
ing the stabilizer rings lets air leak out,
leaving less air to cool the bubble. Low-
ering the forming cone will also choke
air flow from the lower lip, reducing
the venturi effect.

In all three air-ring types,
decreasing blower speed or closing the
damper also decreases air velocity
(measured as static pressure inside the
air ring) and lowers the volume of air
that cools the bubble. Other remedies
include increasing melt temperature
or changing to a resin with higher melt
index that stretches more without
strain hardening. Also using a nar-
rower die gap reduces drawdown rate.

Helical instability

Also known as
“Mae Westing” or
“snaking,” this is

commonly caused by hav-
ing a frost line that is too
low or a rotating air
stream exiting from the
air-ring lip, which unlocks
the bubble from the deflector, causing
5- to 10-sec undulations. The preferred
solution is to raise the frost line by
increasing extruder output (screw and
nip speed).

If that doesn’t fix it, decrease sta-
tic pressure. With an iris-type air ring,
close the iris and/or raise the
adjustable deflector ring. With an
adjustable-chimney air ring, open the
holes in the chimney, raise the upper

lip, lower the adjustable chimney,
and/or raise the forming cone. With a
stabilizer-ring style, lower the forming
cone and/or stabilizer rings.

Other remedies include reducing
melt temperature or changing to a
lower-MI resin with greater melt
strength. Using a wider die gap lets a
bubble withstand more turbulence
inside the air ring.

Frost-line 
Oscillation

Height oscillation
at 30-sec to 5-
minute intervals

may be caused by surging,
drafts, or relatively slow
shifts in ambient tem-
perature. Surging will
cause extruder motor amps, back-
pressure, and frost-line height to rise
and fall. The simplest solution is to
lower the temperature of the extruder
feed and second barrel zones. If drafts
cannot be eliminated, shield the bub-
ble between the air ring and the frost
line. If an IBC is used, check sensor
height. For a blow-up ratio over 2:1,
sensors should be 2 to 3 in. above the
frost line. For a BUR less than 1.5:1,
sensors should be at or just below the
frost line. The extruder temperature
profile should also be adjusted to
increase mixing.

Among other remedies, avoid
blending resins with very different MIs
that don’t mix well. Check equipment
for problems with air-ring or IBC blow-
ers, uneven haul-off speed, or worn
screws that can cause poor mixing or
surging.

Bubble sag

A“heavy” or “sleep-
ing” bubble is
caused by insuffi-

cient cooling. The pre-
ferred solution is to lower
the frost line. Alterna-
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tively, increase static pressure. With
an iris-type air ring, close the iris
and/or raise the adjustable deflector
ring. With an adjustable chimney type,
close the holes in the adjustable
chimney, lower the upper lip, lower the
adjustable chimney, and/or raise the
forming cone. With a stabilizer-ring
type, lower the rings and/or raise the
forming cone.

If there is no other option,
decrease extruder output (slower
screw and nip speed), decrease melt
temperature, or change to a lower-MI
resin with greater melt strength. On
the equipment side, a narrower die gap
lets the bubble cool more quickly.

Bubble tears

Also known as
“snap off,” this
happens when the

molten film stretches so
far and so fast that it
strain hardens and tears
off at the die lip. The pre-
ferred air-ring adjustment
is to reduce the cooling rate. With an
iris-type air ring, close the iris and/or
raise the adjustable deflector ring, then
slow down the blower or close the
damper. With an adjustable chimney
air ring, open the chimney holes, raise
the upper lip, lower the chimney, slow
down the blower or close the damper,
then raise the forming cone. With a sta-
bilizer-ring type, raise the forming

cones, lower the stabilizer rings, then
slow the blower or close the damper.

Other adjustments include
decreasing extruder output (slower
screw and nip speed), increasing die-
lip temperature and/or melt tempera-
ture, or changing to a higher-MI resin
that stretches more without strain
hardening. Also a narrower die gap
will reduce drawdown rate.

Bubble flutter

This occurs below
the frost line and
often causes trans-

verse-direction “chatter
marks” on the film. The
preferred solution is to
decrease static pressure.
Adjust air velocity by
decreasing blower speed or closing the
damper. With an iris-type air ring, close
the iris and/or raise the adjustable
deflector ring. With an adjustable-chim-
ney air ring, open the chimney holes,
raise the upper lip, lower the chimney,
and/or raise the forming cone. With a
stabilizer-ring type, raise the forming
cone and/or the stabilizer rings.

Other corrections include decreas-
ing extruder output (slower screw and
nip speed), decreasing melt tempera-
ture, or changing to a higher-MI resin
to reduce average melt temperature.
Equipment adjustments include using
a narrower die gap so the bubble will
cool more quickly.

Bubble breathing

When total air
volume inside
the bubble

changes, it is called
breathing. All IBC-cooled
bubbles breathe a little.
Heavy breathing, how-
ever, causes wide fluctua-
tions in layflat width and machine-
direction film gauge. Breathing cycles
can be short or long. The key issues are
the amount of variation, speed of the
cycle, and whether it coincides with die
or nip rotation.

Air-ring adjustments should
focus on stabilizing the bubble inside
the air ring. For an iris-type air ring,
open the iris and/or lower the
adjustable deflector ring, then
increase static pressure by increasing
blower speed or opening the damper.
For an adjustable-chimney air ring,
close the holes in the chimney, raise
the upper lip, lower the chimney,
increase static pressure by increasing
blower speed or opening the damper,
and then lower the forming cone. With
a stabilizer-ring version, lower the
forming cone and/or the stabilizer
rings, then increase static pressure by
increasing blower speed or opening
the damper.

Other corrections include reduc-
ing melt temperature, going to a
higher-MI resin to reduce the average
melt temperature of the layers, or
decreasing extruder output (slower
screw and nip speed). If IBC is used,
check valves, blowers, and sensors.
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Dual-lip air rings come in three types that are adjusted by iris, perforated chimney, or
stabilizer rings. Each requires different adjustments for each bubble problem.


